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After several days of following the big news channels, I decided that
the best thing for my spiraling attitude was to keep busy and stay
distracted.
So, I did an early spring cleaning, washed several loads of laundry,
re-arranged my furniture, and even took the pups for a few
well-deserved walks.

Next, I cleaned out my fridge. No more ice cream, or high calorie
munchies, what I refer to as “mood food”. Truth is, I lost a good
amount of food when I had to replace my fridge last week. So, out
with the bad, and in with the good. Now there’s only veggies, dairy,
and fish in my fridge. The icing on the cake, so to speak, was losing
30 pounds recently. Thank goodness for caffeine!
To further improve my outlook, I gave up wearing sweat pants,
sweat shirts and sandals, and took up wearing slacks, sweaters and
shoes now that I’m down a few sizes.
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I used to believe that I created good art when I was in a good frame
of mind. However, I’ve recently discovered that creating art has
served to improved my disposition. It’s as simple as that.

I abandoned my art table for several months. But, in the past two
weeks I’ve completed four drawings and the days have flown by.
“All I need to do is to give art a chance and to
rely on my passion to fuel my inspiration.”
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Kolam (pronounced kohl·uhm), a traditional Indian art form of using rice flower, or colored
powder, to draw geometric patterns on the floors as a sign of welcome, was part of the
virtual kick-off ceremony of the inauguration of President Joe Biden and Vice President
Kamala Harris, who traces her origin to Tamil Nadu where kolams adorn almost every
household.
The initial idea was to have kolam patterns from across the country in front of the White
House as a symbol of a good beginning to the new administration. Eventually it was
approved to display the kolam greeting in front of the Capitol building.
To welcome President Biden and Vice President Harris in the spirit of a “Presidency for
All” they were presented with a video of the making of the over 2,000 kolam tiles to
showcase the multi-cultural heritage of America.

The beautiful designs made of dots and lines
provide a sense of joy and calm to all who enter.
Redrawn daily, kolams share the ephemeral and
meditative qualities of Native American sand
paintings and Buddhist mandalas.
The dots on a kolam depict hardships in life, and the
lines drawn around the dots represent the way one
navigates around their struggles and turn their lives
into a beautiful mosaic work of art.
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Shanthi Chandrasekar, a Maryland-based multimedia artist,
took the more than 2,000 pieces of decorated cardboard
sent to her by people across the country to create a welcome
mat of sorts for Vice President Kamala Harris in honor of
her south Asian heritage.
Using the citizen artwork, Shanthi created a composite
kolam, a traditional South Indian art form featuring
geometric designs often found on doorsteps to welcome
guests. She started the project, known as Inauguration
Kolam 2021 in December by soliciting contributions on
social media, in schools and by word of mouth within the
Indian America community.

Shanthi Chandrasekar

Over 2,000 cardboard Kolam's
adorn the front of the Capitol.
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Shanthi Chandrasekar
Every morning at sunrise during summer vacations, I watched
as my grandmother drew a kolam outside her house in a small
town in India. First, she drew dots that were evenly spaced (like
a matrix), and then she weaved a line through those dots
ensuring the line ended where it began while maintaining
symmetry. I was intrigued not only by the beauty and harmony
of the dots and lines, but also by its impermanence.
I began drawing small kolam designs around my grandmother’s
kolams, trying to create my own patterns. There were days when
she made very complicated kolams and I remember asking her,
“How do you draw such complex kolams, especially without
looking into a book?” She responded, “just feel the flow around
the dots and your hand will move in the right direction.”
When I moved to the United States, I missed being surrounded by kolams. So I began
to incorporate kolams in my artwork. My academic background in physics and
psychology along with my curiosity to better understand the cosmos and our place in
it led me to explore kolams. I became very fascinated by its geometry, philosophy and
the life lessons inherent in the patterns and the process itself. There is so much to
learn from kolams. Even today, when I have a problem, kolams come to my rescue; I
would simply spend time following the lines of a kolam and almost always, a solution
emerges!

Personality-N

Chakra-Black Hole, Green

Acrylic on Wood
8” x 7.5” x 3.5”

Acrylic on Masonite
8” x 8”

Click on the link (right) to view more work.

Concept
Bass Wood
8.5” x 4” x 24“
HOME | SHANTHI CHANDRASEKAR

“I am so grateful and honored to be able to share my love for kolams through the #2021 kolam
community project. The real celebrities are the children who have invested so much of themselves
into beautifying the dots and the shapes around them that came together for our collaborative
welcome offering for the Inauguration Kolam #2021.” Shanthi Chandrasekar
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International Holocaust Remembrance Day

While watching the news a few evenings ago, I saw an
interview of Holocaust survivor Dr. Irene Butter during
which I learned that January 27th was recognized as
International Holocaust Remembrance Day. I’m
embarrassed to admit that I was unaware that a day of
commemoration for the Holocaust had been designated.
Dr. Irene Butter

So, I did a bit of research and learned that The United Nations General Assembly
designated January 27 (the anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau)
as International Holocaust Remembrance Day. On this day they urged every
state member of the Assembly to honor the six million Jewish victims of the
Holocaust and millions of other victims of Nazism, and to develop educational
programs to help prevent future genocides.

What does this have to do with art, you ask?
During my research I discovered that Chapman University in Orange California has
an Annual Holocaust Art and Writing Contest. Participating schools submit a total
of three entries (one entry per student) in any combination of the following categories:
art, film, poetry, or prose. Students are eligible to win a first prize award of $400 in each
category. Educators and schools will also be eligible to win a first prize of $200 each.
First-place student winners in the United States, their parent/guardian, and teacher will
be invited to participate in an expense-paid study trip June 20–24, 2021, to visit the Los
Angeles Museum of the Holocaust, the Museum of Tolerance, the Japanese American
National Museum, and other sites in Los Angeles, well as to meet with members of The
1939 Society, a community of Holocaust survivors, descendants, and friends.

In early 2021 Amanda Harris, age 17 from Mission Viejo won 1st Place (Art).
Her piece is featured on the following page.
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International Holocaust Remembrance Day

2021 1st Place Art—Amanda Harris, Grade 11
Trabuco Hills High School, Mission Viejo, CA
Survivor Testimony: Ludmila Page

I constructed my art piece, “The Creation of Connection”, based on the testimony of Ludmila
Page. I used the idea of The Creation of Adam and how life was created with a single touch. I
believe the Holocaust survivors stayed alive through the connections they shared. People have
the choice to believe we are physically different, or biologically connected; the choice to destroy
or save. I found Ludmila’s stories and her kindness breathtaking and starkly different from the
hatred she received. Sometimes one must focus on the smaller picture—power does not always
contain the greatest strength. . . Amanda Harris
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As told by Peggy Alexander, WAM Vice President.

In early 2020 when Covid-19 first struck, the WAG stopped
meeting monthly and the WAM followed suit by closing it’s
doors. WAM’s source of income through it’s sales also
stopped, but we still had rent and other bills to pay.
Fortunately from March to August 2020, the landlord
reduced our rent by 50% which allowed us to cut WAM
artist’s rent 50% so they could afford to stay in the Market
despite the fact that there were NO SALES happening.
Although the landlord did not relieve the back rent owed,
they did permit us time to either find a grant, or we could
arrange to pay the back rent over a given period of time.

Financial Woe’s.
Adding to our outstanding debts was the huge cost of our new outdoor sign (above)
which had been ordered just a week before we had to shutdown.
Lastly, we were forced to cut some of our magazine advertising such as Southside
living and others, since there was no monies coming in. However, we were fortunate
to pick up a great magazine and Award from Bellingham Alive!

Desperately seeking a source of income, we researched the possibility of applying for
an art grant which would help alleviate any, or most of the costs during the shutdown.

Help is on the Way.
I had significant help in this area! Pat Fisher did substantial research and discovered a
few grants that might work for WAM. Ultimately I applied for a Whatcom ReStart
grant because it was local and offered a better chance to receive the monies. This grant
program was designed to support businesses and non-profits throughout Whatcom
County that had been affected by COVID-19. The program is funded by $2.6 million of
federal CARES Act allocations, and it provides up to $15,000 for local businesses
employing up to 25 people prior to the pandemic to cover expenses related to losses
caused by COVID-19 related closures.
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By the end of July 2020, Whatcom ReStart had received
approximately 600 applications and ultimately
approved 500 of them.

Results.
I’m pleased to announce that WAM was awarded a $15,000 grant to help
with repayment of the expenses that we accrued during the months of March thru July
2020. Specifically, it will be used to cover operating costs during the closure time,
advertising costs, the cost of our new sign, and repayment of our back rent.
As in any grant there are specifics regarding its usage, still and all, it will go far to
repair our bank account and keep us moving into the future.

Having never applied for a grant, I was SURPRISED and so very happy to receive this
for the Market and our artists!

On the Mend!
Beginning the end of June, the WAM re-opened it’s doors for three days a week
(Friday thru Sunday). In August we went to four days a week, and in November we
finally worked up to six days a week, and holding.
Each month we have increased our sales, which is a direct result of the diligent loyalty
and fortitude of our artists who sometimes worked double shifts in order to keep the
sales going for ALL our artists. I anticipate that by March we will be back to almost
full artist support staffing the Market.
We have lost and gained artists during this period, and we will miss the ones that
decided to leave the Market for various reasons. But, we have gained new artists
which have brought a new look to our Market.
I would like to THANK ALL THE ARTISTS in the Market, past and present, for the
loyalty they’ve shown, and for the support they have given me during this very
tumultuous time. I’m extremely proud to be leader of this group of artists especially
throughout the COVID issues, and I look forward to continuing to build the Market
with them from this point on.

Peg Alexander
VP, WAM
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WAM News
Thank you to all our wonderful customers, who voted us into Silver (2nd) place in
Bellingham Alive’s 2020 Best of Whatcom. You make us proud – we create for you!
It’s February, and thoughts turn to Valentine’s celebrations and welcoming the first Spring
flowers. At Whatcom Art Market, our 45 local artists give you the makings for Valentine and
incoming Spring celebrations – think jewelry, etched and colored glassware, wraps and
scarves, cards, fabulous local photography, home fashions for kitchen, living room and
beyond, new art for your walls in all shapes, sizes and mediums, and lots more.
Can’t pick the right gift but love what’s offered – we have gift cards! Come visit the Art
Market and be welcomed to a delightful exploration of a great selection of locally created
arts and crafts. The Market is quiet and spacious and a good spot to unwind. See our artists’
creations online on our website www.whatcomartmarket.org and then come visit to see
even more. ‛Like’ us on Facebook, or Instagram and get regular updates on our artists and
their art at (@WhatcomArtMarket) .
We have new artists and there are always new items being brought in for the season. Please
expect to mask up, along with our staff. Security, space and protective recommendations are
in place. Each week, we are open Tuesday through Sunday, 11am to 5pm.
Our weekly February featured artists are:
February 2-7: Norma Appleton, offering Valentine jewelry, Cat Dolls and new prints. Check
out her wide selection of originals and prints at www.fineartamerica.com/profiles/normaappleton/shop.
February 9-14: Stephanie Strong, painter in watercolors and acrylics and on silk, specializing
in floral, bird and butterfly designs. Check out her work at www.sstrongdesign.com.
February 16-21: Janice Hartwell, fabric artist. Janice creates colorful, touchable felted wall
hangings, jewelry (felted and paper), crocheted rugs, tableware, bowls and cheeky Babushka
Doll pin cushions which are irresistible. Check out more at www.etsy.com/shop/
JesturesbyJanice.
February 23-28: John Seevers, John’s Basket Case - pine needle coiled baskets and sculptures.
John’s coiled baskets are unique, colorful, incorporating semi-precious stones and other
eye-catching additions. He’ll make one especially for you! His baskets must be seen to be
truly appreciated.
Special event: Fairhaven’s Fourth Friday Art Walk, January 22, 5-8pm. Fairhaven is open
and always a great place for walking, viewing, picking up delicious food and gifts for
yourself and others.
Keep up with our news, both WAG and WAM, as part of the newly formed Whatcom Arts
Project @whatcomartsproject or (www.facebook.com/whatcomartsproject/).
Our address is 1103 11th Street, Bellingham (Fairhaven), our phone number is 360 738 8564.
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For this Artist Challenge we are celebrating the beautiful birds that migrate to Skagit
Valley each winter.
No matter your medium preference, wet your brush, grab your camera, or pick out
a new piece of fabric and get busy creating something with a “Winter Bird” theme.
Members are encouraged to submit 1-3 entries.
Email each entry via jpg to Joyce Norfolk at studiogals@aol.com.
Provide a title for each piece and the name of the bird your piece is featuring.

Deadline for submissions is February 28th.
The top two vote-getters will win $25 and the top three vote-getters will display
their winning entry at a local venue.
ALL entries will also be posted in the WAG Facebook, and WAG Website, which will
provide excellent exposure.

It will be interesting to see how many varieties of winter birds
our artists will produce. So, please take up the “Winter Birds”
Challenge and show us your stuff!!
Your Artist Challenge Team,

Beth Roberson

Celia Clarke
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Ginny Seevers

“Geisha with Cranes”
Fabric Art
69” X 35”
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The Jansen Art Center is accepting submissions

for the 2021 Spring Juried Exhibit.
March 25-May 28,

Artists are invited to submit up to five works for consideration for

the exhibit. “The J” accepts visual arts including ceramics, painting
and drawing, textiles, jewelry, basketry, glass, photography, book arts,
sculpture and more.
KEY DATES
•

Deadline for submissions: March 1, 11:59 PM

•

Email notifications with jury decisions to artists: Tuesday, March 9

* To view the prospectus and how to submit your work, click on the below link.
Submit Your Art – Jansen Art Center
We hope to be open to the public by the time of the exhibit opening so that the pieces
may be enjoyed in person in addition to our virtual galleries, and we will continue to
update you as we get closer to the date, and our plans and local restrictions develop.
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The Whatcom Humane Society needs our help!
They've got a fun new fundraiser planned for March to support their
Wildlife Rehabilitation Center and the animals in their care.
They are looking for artists, builders and animal lovers to build and
decorate birdhouses to be donated to an online auction.

The RE Store is helping this effort by offering fifty $10 gift certificates to
help you purchase supplies.
Here are the ways you can help:
* Build and decorate a birdhouse
* Build a birdhouse for others to decorate, or
* Decorate a birdhouse
To get started, stop by The RE Store (2309 Meridian St. Bellingham) to pick up a
$10 gift certificate today.

Completed birdhouses can be dropped off at Whatcom Humane Society at
2172 Division St, Bellingham.
Send a .jpg photo of your birdhouse to Joyce Norfolk at studiogals@aol.com
so we can post your work in the next WAG newsletter.
To learn more about how you can get a birdhouse to decorate, or other ways to
help, contact Dana at events@whatcomhumane.org.
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Achromatopsia
A Digital Exhibition

Call to Artists
We are regularly bombarded by color. Vibrant advertisements saturate our digital
screens, blazing neon signs swarm the streets, and vivid packaging consumes our
food products. But what if we only saw in black and white?

Imagine a world where colorful distractions were wiped away, where we could focus
on appreciating objects for their form and texture and not for their color.
There is a certain serenity in removing the idea that colors can either clash or
compliment each other. Instead, objects simply interact with one another in an
achromatic (without color) world.
In this exhibition, "Achromatopsia: A Digital Exhibition" Whatcom Art Guild artists
explore life without color and what it means to them.

WAG members are encouraged to participate in WAG’s Facebook
exhibition of Achromatopsia: A Digital Exhibition
Interested artists are asked to email goldenclaireasa@gmail.com with the following
information:
*1-3 images of black and white artwork
* Artist’s name
* Title of work
* Medium
* Description of the submitted work (optional but highly encouraged)
Submissions are due by Monday, February 15th.

Efforts are currently underway to permit entering artists
to display their work in nearby public venues.
REMEMBER to visit WAG’s Facebook (link below) often to keep informed, to follow what
members are doing and to find similar opportunities to show off your work.

(20+) Whatcom Art Guild | Facebook
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Jill Pelto
Climate Change and Glaciogenic Art

Jill Pelto, is an Artist and a Scientist who is an advocate
for climate change.

She has a B.A. in Studio Art and Earth Science, and in
pursuit of her Masters of Science she focused on studying
the sensitivity of the Antarctic Ice Sheet to changes in our
Earth climate system.
Jill Pelto
Jill creates pieces of art that raise awareness about interesting and important
environmental topics such as melting glaciers, rising sea level, and threatened
species. She refers to her art as Glaciogenic (that which gives rise to glaciers) Art.
“I believe that art is a uniquely articulate and emotional lens: through it I can address
environmental concerns to raise awareness and inspire people to take action. My goal is
to collaborate in order to reach a broader audience.” Jill Pelto
Jill’s father, Mauri Pelto, is a glaciologist
and professor at Nichols College in
Massachusetts. At 16, Jill started working
with her father in the North Cascade
Glaciers of Washington state, measuring
and tracking the changes in glacier depths.
Jill has conducted research on the mountain
glaciers of Washington and British Columbia,
in the Dry Valleys and Transantarctic
Mountains of Antarctica, over the rolling hills
and carved cirques of the Falkland Islands,
and around the aqua lakes and ochre
mountains of New Zealand.
Jill working on the Rainbow Glacier, Mt. Baker, WA,
with the North Cascade Glacier Climate Project.
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Jill Pelto’s
"Glaciogenic Art"
Jill (left) and her father, Dr. Mauri Pelto (right), hiking on Lynch Glacier, Mt. Daniel, North Cascades Washington.

Jill’s passions of cross-country, downhill skiing, reading, running, and camping,
inspires her art.

Below: A graph showing the increasing temperature variability in the Gulf of Maine is
overlaid atop some of the species that call the Gulf home.

"Dwindling Migration"
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Jill Pelto’s
"Glaciogenic Art"

Working mainly with watercolor and colored pencil, Jill’s artworks merge the artistic
with the scientific seamlessly. On first glance of her art, you see vivid imagery of nature
and wildlife in its current state. Then on closer inspection, you can see jagged line
graphs as if the artist had sketched in a science exercise book.

“Gulf of Maine Temperature Variability”

Gulf of Maine Temperature Variability tells the
story of increasing temperature fluctuations in
Maine’s coastal marine environment. The
watercolor uses ocean temperature data from
the past 15 years to highlight how greater
variability affects various species including
ourselves. The piece also highlights the
inattention to the coupled relationship between
human action and environmental responses
that has contributed to depleted fish stocks and
increased ocean acidification. This Gulf of
Maine story spans the water column: from the
burrowing clams and bottom-dwelling lobster
and shrimp, to the overfished cod which
disappear across the painting as they struggle
to return to a changing habitat, and finally up
to the surface where fishers and managers may
adopt sustainable practices or continue the
practices that have resulted in overfishing and
by-catch.
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Jill Pelto’s
"Glaciogenic Art"

Jill created a series about some of the major impacts of global warming that she
witnessed in Washington State, using scientific data to show how the drought is
devastating the state.
“Increasing Forest Fire Activity” (below) uses global temperature rise information to show
that as temperatures increase, and drought and drier than average conditions persist,
forest fires become a huge threat to the forest, plants, animals—and of course to people
and structures.

“Increasing Forest Fire Activity”
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Jill Pelto’s
"Glaciogenic Art"

(left) Jill and her Father balance on a crevasse
and melt pool while collecting measurements
on Easton Glacier, Mt. Baker.

Time magazine asked Jill to create
a painting for their July 2020 issue
titled “One Last Chance” (right)
which addressed global climate
change. “Currents” depicts a critical
grouping of global climate data
dictating our present and future
action, and it refers to time and
change.

“Currents”

Jill Pelto’s work has been recognized in Smithsonian, PBS NewsHour, and National
Geographic, and is also being used in K-12 curriculum programs across the U.S.
and Canada. Recently, she has exhibited in Maine, New Mexico, and New York.
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Meet Amy Cochran

Amy Cochran is a local Bellingham artist, and a new member
of the Whatcom Art Guild. Amy is the Owner of a2b Images,
LLC and she creates digital artwork and photography with a
concentration in Abstract, Black and White, Landscape, and
Macro Photography. These works are sold via metal, canvas,
and framed prints on her website www.a2bimages.com.

“Home Life—Peaks and Valleys”
24” X 36” Photograph on canvas

Amy’s work (above) was recently accepted in the Collective Visions Gallery (CVG)
Annual Washington State Juried Art Competition. She was selected as a 2021
Invited Artist for the Photo/Digital category.
In 2020 her work was juried into the online exhibits of Las Laguna Art Gallery,
and the Los Angeles Art Association/Gallery 825.
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Collective Visions Gallery Show
The annual Collective Visions Gallery (CVG) Show is one of the largest and most
prestigious art competitions in the Northwest. For this year’s show (2021), 295 artists
from cities and towns throughout Washington State submitted 550 images for
consideration and 130 pieces were juried in. Over $6,700 in cash prizes will be awarded
to 10 artists in multiple categories, including the “Best of Show Mayor’s Award” of
$1,500. Additionally, there will be over $2,200 in purchase awards by area businesses, a
$300 People’s Choice Award sponsored by the West Sound Arts Council, and a $1,000
Best of Kitsap Award sponsored by the Cultural Arts Foundation Northwest.

Attendees and collectors will find a museum-quality show of work ranging in size
from large sculptures, paintings and fiber art pieces to small prints, photos and
jewelry. These range in style from exquisite traditional work to provocative
contemporary works and deeply personal expressions. Some of these artists are
well established professionals, and others are emerging talents in the world of art.
The 2021 CVG Show commenced on Jan 23rd, and will continue through February
26th. The entire show, as well as several related art events, will be available virtually,
and in-person at the gallery if COVID-19 protocols allow.
Collective Visions Gallery is located in downtown Bremerton at 331 Pacific Avenue,
just 4 blocks from the ferry terminal. Phone: 360 377 8327
https://www.cvgshow.com/gallery
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International Landscape Photographer
of 2020

For the seventh year, the International Landscape Photographer of the Year
competition highlights the beauty of our environment. More than 3,800
breathtaking images flooded in from photographers around the world.
Photographer Kelvin Yuen from Hong Kong was named
International Landscape Photographer of the Year for 2020.

“Magical Night”, Norway, Troms by Kelvin Yuen (Hong Kong).
Winner, International Landscape Photographer the Year
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International Landscape Photographer
of 2020

“Sprout”, Fremont, Bay Area, California by Shashank Khanna

“Moon goes down”, Ijen volcano, Java island, Indonesia by Miller Yao
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International Landscape Photographer
of 2020

“Mars, Utah”, Capitol Reef National Park by Kelvin Yuen (Hong Kong).
Winner, International Landscape Photographer the Year
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International Landscape Photographer
of 2020

Interstellar, New Mexican Badlands, SW USA by Joshua Snow
(USA). 2nd Place, International Landscape Photographer the Year

To view more entries, click on the link below.
Winners of 2020 International Landscape Photographer
of the Year Contest (mymodernmet.com)
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